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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for patterning a recording medium selectively 
thermally couples a recording medium and a heat source to 
alter a chemical composition of the recording medium. An 
apparatus for patterning a recording medium has a heat 
source for generating and directing an incident thermal Wave 
to a recording medium so as to alter a chemical composition 
of the recording medium, and a controller for coordinating 
a mutual position of the incident thermal Wave and the 
recording medium for inducing a direct thermal coupling 
betWeen the recording medium and the heat source. 
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PATTERNED RECORDING MEDIA AND 
APPARATUS AND METHOD OF 
MANUFACTURING THE SAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention generally relates to patterned 
recording media and a method of manufacturing the same, 
and more speci?cally, to patterned recording media and a 
method of manufacturing the same using selective thermal 
coupling. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] In conventional magnetic recording systems, a 
Written bit siZe is de?ned by the dimensions of the recording 
head. AWritten domain comprises several hundred magnetic 
grains. For example, for the highest recording density prod 
ucts being introduced in the market today (20 Gb/in2), the bit 
cell is about 620 nm><52 nm. To support such areal densities, 
the microstructure of the recording media has been engi 
neered to consist of non-exchange coupled grains With grain 
diameters of about 10 nm. Therefore, a recorded domain 
involves about 400 grains. 

[0005] Therefore, one approach to achieving higher 
recording densities is to reduce the bit siZe and consequently 
the media grain siZe. HoWever, this approach is limited 
because at a critical grain volume, the magnetic grains 
become thermally unstable and spontaneously sWitch mag 
netiZation direction at normal operating temperatures due to 
superparamagnetism and are unable to maintain the magne 
tiZation orientation imposed on them during the Writing 
process. In addition, as the number of grains is reduced, the 
noise arising from statistical ?uctuations in grain positions 
or orientation increase. 

[0006] Another approach to increasing recording density 
is to modify the microstructure of the media so that a bit is 
stored in a single grain, or a multiplicity of grains or 
magnetic clusters Which are fully exchange coupled Within 
the recorded bit dimensions. This approach, commonly 
referred to as~magnetic media patterning~requires that adja 
cent grains or clusters be magnetically isolated. This 
approach is perceived as a necessary means for extending 
magnetic recording to meet storage densities in excess of 
100 Gb/in2. 

[0007] Conventional methods of patterning magnetic 
media encompass a Wide variety of techniques ranging from 
conventional lithography, to the use of particle and photon 
sources in combination With masks to produce patterned 
structures. 

[0008] For example, U.S. Pat. No. 6,168,845 to Fontana et 
al. (hereinafter ~Fontana~) discloses a method of making 
patterned magnetic media using selective oxidation. The 
Fontana method includes depositing a layer of magnetic 
material on a substrate (e.g., a conventional nickel-phos 
phorus plated aluminum-magnesium substrate), covering 
portions of the magnetic layer With a protective mask that 
determines the patterning of the non-magnetic Zones, and 
exposing the protective mask and the uncovered portions of 
the magnetic layer to an oxygen plasma. The oxygen plasma 
oxidiZes the magnetic layer so that the uncovered portions 
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have a reduced local magnetic moment. The result is a 
patterned magnetic medium With discrete magnetic and 
non-magnetic Zones. 

[0009] The utiliZation of ion beam implantation to achieve 
patterned media, has been disclosed in ~Method for Spa 
tially Modulating Magnetic Properties Using Ion Beam 
Implantation~, J. Baglin, E. E. Marinero and K. Rubin, 
(AM9-98-096). 
[0010] Such conventional methods aim to signi?cantly 
alter the magnetic properties of the regions exposed to the 
particles, energy sources, ions or reactive species. The areas 
of the magnetic material Which Were prevented from expo 
sure by the mask, exhibit different magnetic properties from 
the exposed areas and information can be recorded and 
retrieved by taking advantages of the differences in magnetic 
properties betWeen these tWo different material regions. 

[0011] HoWever, these methods have several draWbacks 
that inhibit their use in magnetic media manufacturing 
appliczations. For example, a storage density of over 100 
Gb/in Would require an exposure mask having a feature siZe 
of about 40 nm over large areas. In addition, the mask must 
be accurately aligned and positioned. Further, in the case of 
particle implantation and reactive ion etching, the mask may 
have a short lifetime because the impinging species are 
expected to be heated and deposited on the non-transmissive 
areas of the mask. In short, these methods generally require 
additional hardWare and/or processing steps Which result in 
higher fabrication costs and longer manufacturing cycle 
times. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] In vieW of the foregoing problems of the conven 
tional techniques, an object of the present invention is to 
provide a structure and method for patterning recording 
media. 

[0013] The inventive method includes selectively ther 
mally coupling a recording medium and a heat source to 
alter a chemical composition of the recording medium. The 
chemical composition may be altered according to a prede 
termined pattern, such as concentric circles or parallel 
tracks. 

[0014] Further, altering the chemical composition may 
causes an altered magnetic order of the recording medium, 
an altered dielectric constant of the recording medium, an 
altered electrical conductivity of said recording medium, or 
an altered thermal conductivity of said recording medium. 
Further, altering the dielectric constant may cause an altered 
re?ectivity of the recording medium. In addition, altering an 
electrical conductivity may cause an altered electron trans 
port property of the recording medium. 

[0015] Further, selectively thermally coupling may 
include selectively directing an incident thermal Wave to the 
recording medium to form a direct thermal coupling 
betWeen the heat source and the recording medium. 

[0016] The inventive method may also include depositing 
the recording medium on a substrate. Further, the medium 
may include cobalt and chromium, and the substrate may 
include glass, silicon, quartZ, sapphire, AlMg or a ceramic 
substrate. More speci?cally, the medium may include 
CoXCr1_X, Where x is in a range from 0.63 to 0.75. 
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[0017] In addition, the heat source may include a near 
?eld thermal probe or a nanoheater. The heat source may or 
may not physically contact the recording medium. 

[0018] More speci?cally, the chemical composition may 
be altered by one of interfacial mixing, interfacial reactions, 
selective oxidation, structural relaxation, phase segregation 
and phase change. In addition, altering the chemical com 
position may transform the medium from a paramagnetic 
medium to a ferromagnetic medium, or it may transform the 
medium from a ferromagnetic medium to a paramagnetic 
medium. 

[0019] Further, altering the chemical composition may 
alter a magnetic axis orientation of the medium or it may 
reduce magnetiZation or coercivity of the medium. Further 
more, selectively thermally coupling may include selective 
near-?eld radiative coupling of blackbody radiation from the 
heat source to the recording medium. In addition, thermal 
energy may be transferred to the medium by conductive 
heating or by radiative heating. 

[0020] The present invention also includes an inventive 
apparatus for patterning a recording medium. The inventive 
apparatus includes a heat source for generating and directing 
an incident thermal Wave to a recording medium, the thermal 
Wave altering a chemical composition of a recording 
medium, and a controller for coordinating a mutual position 
of the incident thermal Wave and the recording medium so 
as to thermally couple the heat source and the recording 
medium. 

[0021] Further, the heat source may include, for example, 
a nanoheater, a near ?eld thermal probe or an atomic force 
thermal probe. In addition, the heat source may include a 
heating plate for developing a thermal energy Which couples 
the heat source to the recording medium, and a heat sink 
connected to the heating plate. The heating plate may 
include, for example, a tip for concentrating and directing a 
thermal energy. 

[0022] The heat source may be heated, for example, by a 
resistive heating element thermally coupled to the heat sink. 
Alternatively, the heat source in the inventive apparatus may 
be heated by using an optical Waveguide coupled to the heat 
sink, for carrying a focused laser beam. The optical 
Waveguide may include, for example, an optical ?ber. The 
optical Waveguide may be, for example, a planar optical 
Waveguide. 

[0023] An especially ef?cient embodiment of the present 
invention includes an inventive read/Write head assembly, 
Which includes a read/Write head, a heat source connected to 
the read/Write head for generating and directing an incident 
thermal Wave to a recording medium, the thermal Wave 
altering a chemical composition of a recording medium, and 
a controller for coordinating a mutual position of the inci 
dent thermal Wave and the recording medium so as to 
thermally couple the heat source and the recording medium. 
For example, the chemical composition may be altered 
according to a predetermined pattern, and the heat source 
may pattern the recording medium during a read/Write 
operation of the read/Write head assembly. 

[0024] The present invention also includes an inventive 
patterned recording medium Which includes a substrate, and 
a single layer medium formed on the substrate having a 
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portion Which has been patterned by altering a chemical 
composition of the medium using selective thermal cou 
pling. 
[0025] Furthermore, the present invention includes a 
method for manufacturing a patterned magnetic disk Which 
includes depositing a recording medium on a substrate, 
selectively thermally coupling the recording medium and a 
heat source so as to alter a chemical composition of the 
recording medium, and depositing a protective coating on 
the recording medium. 

[0026] Thus, With the unique and unobvious features of 
the invention, a simple, versatile method for manufacturing 
patterned recording media is provided Which requires no 
lithographic masks or additional processing steps. Further, 
the inventive patterned recording medium is thin and sub 
stantially smooth to better facilitate a read/Write operation, 
and an apparatus for patterning recording medium is simple 
and inexpensive and may be incorporated into a conven 
tional read/Write assembly With little alteration of the read/ 
Write assembly. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0027] The foregoing and other objects, aspects and 
advantages Will be better understood from the folloWing 
detailed description of a preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion With reference to the draWings, in Which: 

[0028] FIG. 1 is a ?oW diagram illustrating a method 100 
for patterning recording media according to the present 
invention; 
[0029] FIGS. 2A-2B illustrate an inventive apparatus 200 
for patterning recording media according to the present 
invention; 
[0030] FIG. 3 illustrates a near-?eld thermal probe that 
may be used as a heat source in a method 100 for patterning 
recording media according to the present invention; 

[0031] FIGS. 4A-4D illustrate alternative structures of a 
heating plate of a near-?eld thermal probe that may be used 
as a heat source according to the present invention; 

[0032] FIGS. 5A-5C illustrates alternative structures of a 
heat sink of a near-?eld thermal probe that may be used as 
a heat source according to the present invention; 

[0033] FIGS. 6A-6C illustrates alternative structures for 
heating a near ?eld thermal probe that may be used as a heat 
source according to the present invention; 

[0034] FIG. 7 illustrates a recording media patterning 
apparatus 700 incorporated into a read/Write head assembly 
for patterning a recording media according to the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

[0035] Referring noW to the draWings, FIG. 1 is a ?oW 
chart illustrating a method 100 of manufacturing patterned 
recording media according to the present invention. 

[0036] The inventive method 100 achieves nanoscale 
material alterations in the chemical composition of a record 
ing medium by selectively thermally coupling the recording 
medium to a heat source. These thermally-induced alter 
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ations in chemical composition may include, for example, 
interfacial mixing, selective oxidation, structural relaxation, 
interface chemical reactions, magnetic relaxation, phase 
segregation and phase transformations. Such transforma 
tions result in signi?cant changes in magnetic properties of 
the areas exposed to the thermal pulse. The inventive 
method, therefore, provides a simple, versatile technique for 
manufacturing patterned recording media Which requires no 
lithographic masks or additional processing steps. 

[0037] Further, altering the chemical composition may 
cause the subjected areas of the recording medium to have, 
for example, an altered magnetic order (e.g., altered mag 
netic axis orientation, magnetiZation or coercivity), an 
altered dielectric constant, an altered electrical conductivity 
or an altered thermal conductivity. Further, the altered 
dielectric constant may cause an altered re?ectivity of the 
recording medium. In addition, the altered electrical con 
ductivity may cause an altered electron transport property of 
the recording medium. 

[0038] For example, altering the chemical composition 
may transform an initially (i.e., before thermal coupling) 
paramagnetic medium to a ferromagnetic medium. Simi 
larly, altering the chemical composition may transform an 
initially ferromagnetic medium to a paramagnetic medium. 

[0039] In other Words, unlike conventional methods Which 
treat a magnetic medium to reduce its magnetic properties, 
the inventive method 100 does not require that the medium 
be initially magnetic. Instead, the inventive method uses a 
medium having a chemical composition that is alterable by 
selective thermal coupling. The areas of the medium in 
Which the chemical composition has been altered by selec 
tive thermal coupling may be made to have higher magnetic 
properties than areas in Which the chemical composition has 
not been altered, or loWer magnetic properties than areas in 
Which the chemical composition has not been altered. 

[0040] The inventive method 100 may also include depos 
iting the recording medium on a substrate. Generally, the 
substrate can be any conventional substrate on Which a 
recording medium can be deposited, such as glass, silicon, 
quartZ, sapphire, ALMg, or a ceramic material. One com 
mon conventional substrate Which may be used is alumi 
num-magnesium alloy substrate coated With a nickel-phos 
phorus layer. Furthermore, in the inventive method 100, the 
recording medium may be deposited on the substrate by any 
conventional means. For example, the medium may be 
deposited by sputtering, ion beam deposition or thermal 
deposition. 

[0041] Further, the recording medium may include con 
ventional materials. For example, conventional magnetic 
materials such as nickel, cobalt or iron alloys may be 
deposited. The medium may also include, for example, 
BaTiO3, Tc=120° C.), PbTiO3 (Tc=490° C.), lead iron nio 
bate (Tc=112° C.), tri-glycine sulphate (Tc=49° C.), or 
NaKC4H4O6.4H2O, etc. HoWever, as noted above, the 
inventive method 100 does not require that the medium be 
magnetic, but merely that the medium have a chemical 
composition alterable by selective thermal coupling. 

[0042] In addition, although conventional substrates and 
media may be used, the inventors have discovered that 
non-conventional materials may be used With better results 
than those derived from conventional materials. For 
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example, the inventive method may use a substrate of glass 
or aluminum-magnesium alloy coated With carbon. Further, 
a non-conventional recording medium may include a cobalt 
chromium compound. Speci?cally, the medium may include 
CoXCr1_X, Where x is in a range from 0.63 to 0.75. For 
instance, Co63Cr37 may be used. Note that Co63Cr37 is 
paramagnetic but can be thermally transformed to a ferro 
magnetic material. 

[0043] Other characteristics of the substrate and recording 
medium may vary depending on the types of materials used. 
Generally, the substrate should be rigid and substantially 
heat resistant. The recording medium should have a thick 
ness in a range of about 1.0 to 500 nm and have a chemical 
composition that is alterable by selective thermal coupling. 

[0044] Referring again to FIG. 1, the inventive method 
100 selectively thermally couples (110) the recording 
medium to the heat source so as to alter the chemical 
composition of the medium. Speci?cally, an incident ther 
mal Wave is directed from the heat source to the recording 
medium to form a thermal coupling betWeen the heat source 
and the recording medium. The recording medium may be 
selectively thermally coupled so as to form areas of medium 
having an altered chemical composition, and areas of 
medium Where the chemical composition is unchanged by 
the thermal coupling. In other Words, the medium may be 
selectively thermally coupled to the heat source according, 
for example, to a pattern (e.g., a predetermined pattern such 
as concentric circles (e.g., on a disk-shaped recording 
medium) or parallel tracks (e.g., on a magnetic tape)) so as 
to ~pattern~ the medium. Further, the heat source may or 
may not physically contact the recording medium, so long as 
thermal coupling is attained betWeen the heat source and the 
recording medium. 

[0045] As mentioned above, the interaction of a heat 
source With the recording medium induces a localiZed 
temperature rise that leads to an altered chemical composi 
tion in the area of the recording medium Which is subject to 
the thermal coupling. Such thermally-induced transforma 
tions may include, for instance, interfacial mixing. For 
instance, the structure of conventional recording media may 
consist of a plurality of layers With different functionalities. 
Domains are typically recorded on either a single magnetic 
layer or in a multilayer stack (the storage layer) Within this 
plurality of layers. At elevated temperatures, interfacial 
mixing betWeen the storage layer and the other ancillary 
layers or Within the ultra-thin layers of a multi-layer storage 
layer, leads to stoichiometric changes, nearest neighbor 
distance changes that alter the magnetocrystalline anisot 
ropy, the magnetiZation and coercivity of the storage layer. 

[0046] Such thermally-induced transformations may also 
include interfacial reactions. LocaliZed heating can also 
result in the formation of neW chemical species as the 
storage layer constituents react With the atomic species of 
the ancillary top and bottom layers or Within the ultra-thin 
layers of the multilayer storage layer. Once more, the effect 
is to alter the stoichiometry of the storage layer Which may 
result, for example, in changes in magnetic properties of the 
recording medium. 

[0047] Another thermally-induced transformation may 
include oxidation. The temperature rise induced by the heat 
source can permit the ef?cient oxidation of the storage layer 
in a reducing atmosphere. This is favored in structures for 
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recording, because the magnetic layers and underlayers such 
as a carbon overcoat are ultra thin (e.g., typically Within a 
range of about 1 to 10 nm) The diffusion length of oxygen 
at temperatures over 200=C permits the rapid diffusion of 
atmospheric oxygen, for example, through the carbon over 
coat. Upon reaching the storage layer, oxidation Will proceed 
from the most reactive atomic constituent to the most noble 
one. The extent of the oxidation is controlled by the tem 
perature rise, the pulse duration and both the overcoat and 
the storage layer thickness. 

[0048] For example, oxidation may result in dramatic 
changes in magnetic properties of the storage layer. The 
inventors have conducted experiments in Which oxidation 
transformation Was observed. In these experiments, para 
magnetic layers of Co63Cr37 Were directly deposited on glass 
and aluminum-magnesium substrates and overcoated With 4 
nm thick carbon overcoats. The samples Were then annealed 
utiliZing a rapid thermal annealing apparatus in an oxygen 
containing atmosphere. Comparative studies Were also done 
in a nitrogen atmosphere. Prior to annealing, it Was con 
?rmed by magnetometry that the thin ?lms Were paramag 
netic. Annealing in the oxygen containing atmosphere pro 
duced a ferromagnetic material With out-of-plane magnetic 
anisotropy. In contrast, annealing in a nitrogen environment 
resulted only in a very Weak magnetic response. For 
example, in the case of Co63Cr37, chromium has the highest 
chemical affinity to oxygen and, therefore, preferential chro 
mium oxidation occurs upon exposure of the ?lm to oxygen. 
Consequently, by selectively thermally coupling a medium 
including Co63Cr37 according to the inventive method, a 
?lm structure can be produced Which includes magnetic 
islands imbedded in a paramagnetic matrix. 

[0049] To avoid lateral heat spread and therefore a loss in 
spatial resolution, the ?lm is preferably thin (e.g., less than 
about 10 nm) and deposited on underlayers With higher 
thermal conductivity than the recording ?lm. Orientation of 
the magnetic axis is achieved by groWing the paramagnetic 
thin ?lm on a suitable underlayer Which places the basal 
plane of the hexagonal-closely-packed (HCP) unit cell either 
parallel (i.e., perpendicular recording) or orthogonal (i.e., 
longitudinal recording) to the ?lm plane. 

[0050] Another thermally-induced transformation may 
include magnetic relaxation. The coercivity and anisotropy 
in magnetic amorphous materials strongly depend on the 
local order, i.e., the internal stress and the local environment. 
Annealing above the effective groWth temperature leads to 
relaxation effects of the local order and internal stress 
resulting in changes in magnetic properties. This is generally 
knoWn as magnetic relaxation. For example, in the case of 
TbFeCo ferromagnetic materials, the inventors have shoWn 
that nanosecond laser annealing causes the magnetic axis 
orientation to ?ip from the out-of-plane to an in-plane 
geometry. At higher laser poWers (i.e., higher annealing 
temperatures) the inventors discovered that the ferromag 
netic response of the irradiated area Was lost and the material 
became paramagnetic. 

[0051] Another thermally-induced transformation may 
include phase segregation and phase transformation. 
Changes in crystalline phases or the segregation of a sec 
ondary phase induced by selective thermal coupling also 
cause profound changes in magnetic properties. This can 
include magnetic anisotropy losses, saturation, remanent 
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moment decrements, and formation of a paramagnetic 
phase. The heat source can also be effective in achieving 
such phase changes in nanoscale dimensions and hence 
enabling media patterning based on such physical changes. 

[0052] More speci?cally, the inventive method 100 selec 
tively thermally couples the recording medium to a heat 
source so as to alter a chemical composition of the recording 
medium on a microscopic scale. Generally, the inventive 
method 100 accomplishes this by positioning a very small 
heat source very close to the recording medium. The selec 
tive thermal coupling (110) may, therefore, be limited to an 
area very near the heat source and the recording medium can 
be effectively patterned by repositioning the heat source 
according to the desired pattern. 

[0053] Furthermore, as shoWn in FIG. 2A, the present 
invention may also include a media patterning apparatus 
200. The inventive apparatus 200 may include a heat source 
210 for generating and directing an incident thermal Wave to 
the recording medium 220, so as to alter the chemical 
composition of the recording medium 220. The heat source 
210 may include, for example, a nanoheater, near-?eld 
thermal probe, an atomic force microscope probe, or other 
structure for generating and directing a thermal Wave at the 
recording medium 220. 

[0054] The inventive media patterning apparatus 200 may 
also include, for example, a controller 215 for coordinating 
mutual positioning of the incident thermal Wave generated 
by the heat source 210 and the recording medium 220 so as 
to thermally couple the heat source 210 and the recording 
medium 220. A suitable such controller 215 may include an 
actuator 225 Which may include, for example, a pieZo 
electric actuator, an electro-static actuator, an electromag 
netic actuator, a magnetic-strictive actuator, or a thermal 
mechanical actuator 

[0055] The inventive recording media patterning appara 
tus 200 may also include a heat source controller 230 for 
enabling heat source control. In order to control the pattern 
ing process, the heat source 210 should be controlled pre 
cisely. The heating may be controlled, for example, by 
modulating a laser (e.g., liquid crystal, Bragg cell, current 
modulation etc.) if a laser is used, or by simply modulating 
the supplied current if resistive heating is implemented. 

[0056] As explained above, the media patterning appara 
tus 200 may utiliZe a heat source 210 to achieve nanoscale 
material transformations (i.e., interfacial mixing, etc.) in a 
recording medium 220 by selectively thermally coupling the 
recording medium 220 to the heat source 210. The thermally 
coupled areas may thereby be made to have altered chemical 
compositions resulting in higher or loWer magnetic proper 
ties than areas that Were not subjected to thermal coupling. 
The inventive apparatus 200, therefore, provides a simple, 
versatile technique for manufacturing patterned recording 
media Which requires no lithographic masks or additional 
processing steps. 

[0057] More speci?cally, as shoWn in FIG. 2B, the heat 
source 210 generates and directs an incident thermal Wave to 
the recording medium 220. To form the thermal coupling, 
the heat source 210 should be in close proximity to the 
recording medium 220 (e.g., a distance of less than about 20 
nm). As noted above, the selective thermal coupling of the 
recording medium 220 is isolated to those areas near the heat 
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source 210. For example, the temperature of the heat source 
210 may be typically greater than 75 degrees C. for a 
duration of less than 1 second. 

[0058] As explained above, the selective thermal coupling 
results in areas of the recording medium 220 having an 
altered chemical composition (i.e., altered areas) 230, and 
areas of the recording medium 220 in Which the chemical 
composition is unaltered (i.e., unaltered areas) 240. Note 
that, as shoWn in FIG. 2B, the heat source 210 may have a 
circular pro?le Which Would result in a circular pro?le of the 
altered areas 230, or the heater 210 may have a pro?le other 
than circular Which Would affect the pro?le of the altered 
areas 230 accordingly. 

[0059] Further, as noted above, the heat source 210 used 
to generate and direct an incident thermal Wave to the 
recording medium 220 may include, for example, a nano 
heater. In this case, the tip of the nanoheater should be 
positioned, for example, at a distance less than about 20 nm 
from the recording medium. Thermal energy may be trans 
ferred from the nanoheater to the recording medium 220, for 
example, by conductive heating (i.e., diffusion of energy due 
to random molecular motion). Further, the heat source 210 
may transfer thermal energy to the recording medium 220 by 
radiative heating. 

[0060] In addition, as shoWn in FIG. 3, the heat source in 
the inventive apparatus 200 may include a near ?eld thermal 
probe 305 for generating and directing the thermal Wave to 
the recording medium. As shoWn in FIG. 3, a suitable 
near-?eld thermal probe 305 may include, for example, a 
heating plate 330 for directing thermal energy at the record 
ing medium 320, and a heat sink 340 Which is attached to the 
heating plate 330. The probe 305 is capable of developing a 
thermal hear-?eld coupling With the recording medium 320. 
Further, as shoWn in FIG. 2A, When the heat source 210 
includes a near ?eld thermal probe 305, the controller 215 
functions so that the coupling subsumes at least one portion 
of the thermal near-?eld. 

[0061] As shoWn in FIG. 3, the near ?eld thermal probe 
305 having a tip 310 interacts via its thermal near-?eld With 
a recording medium 320. The tip 310 may be, for example, 
spherical having a radius R as shoWn in FIG. 3. For 
purposes of the present invention, the thermal near-?eld 
region is the area generally Within approximately 2R aWay 
from the tip 310. The rest of the area on the surface of the 
recording medium 320 is generally considered far-?eld. 
Therefore, thermal energy may be transferred from the near 
?eld thermal probe 305 to the recording medium 320 via 
selective near-?eld radiative coupling of blackbody radia 
tion from the probe 305 to the recording medium 320. 

[0062] In the near-?eld region of the recording medium 
320, the extent of the thermal energy is generally governed 
by the tip 310 dimensions. Therefore, if the tip 310 is 
brought Within approximately 2R (i.e., tWo times the radius 
of the tip of the near-?eld thermal probe) of the recording 
medium 320, very local, nanoscale heating of the recording 
medium 320 can be achieved. Aheated area of the recording 
medium 320 can thereby be determined by the tip 310 
dimensions. 

[0063] In this particular application of heat ?oW, in the 
far-?eld the heat is transferred via diffusion as Well as via 
radiation according to the Stefan-Boltzmann laW. In the 
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near-?eld, a ballistic heat ?oW, Where a gas molecule picks 
up some energy form the heater and transfers it Without 
collisions to the media, as Well as heat conduction via 
non-propagating Waves, are important. It is also noted that 
contamination layers on the surface may contribute signi? 
cant heat ?oW as Well as intermittent contact betWeen the 
heat source and the medium. 

[0064] More particularly, thermal energy may be trans 
ferred to the near ?eld thermal probe 305 using, for example, 
a resistive element Which is thermally coupled to the heat 
sink 340. Alternatively, the inventive apparatus 200 may 
include an optical Waveguide Which is coupled to the heat 
sink 340 for carrying a focused laser beam. The optical 
Waveguide may include, for example, a planar optical 
Waveguide. The optical Waveguide may include an optical 
?ber. 

[0065] Attention is noW directed to FIGS. 4A-D, Which 
help illustrate the many different geometrical, dimensional, 
and material con?gurations Which may be suitably adapted 
for a particular realiZation of the near-?eld thermal probe. 

[0066] In overvieW of the near-?eld thermal probes of 
FIGS. 4A-D, it is noted that their purpose is to transfer heat 
energy to the recording medium 320. This energy can be 
almost any kind; e.g., coherent or non-coherent excitons, 
plasmons, phonons, photons, etc., and it can be delivered in 
any mode (e.g., convective, radiative, or conductive trans 
fer) from the heat source to the medium 320. The heat 
transfer (see J. B. Xu, K. Luger, R. M-ller, K Dransfeld, I. 
H. Wilsom, J. Appl. Phys., 76, 7209 (1994)) is generally 
diffusive if the mean free path of molecules 7» is much less 
than the distance of the heater to media, d. HoWever, if d<7», 
the molecules in the junction go from the heat source to the 
medium Without collisions, and transfer the heat in a ballistic 
manner. In addition, in the far-?eld heat can be transferred 
via propagating radiation according to the Stefan-Boltzmann 
laW. Furthermore, non-propagating Waves (near-?eld) are 
capable of transferring the heat via a tunneling process When 
heat source and medium are very close to each other 
(near-?eld region). From a physics point of vieW, the charges 
Within the near-?eld thermal probe are thermally excited, 
Which generate a signi?cant driving ?eld of the thermal 
probe. This driving ?eld generates, consequently, a near 
?eld of the probe, Which couples to the recording medium 
320, and thus heats the recording medium 320. It is noted 
that this effect can be maximiZed by using a resistive 
conductor (such as carbon). In addition, this effect can be 
enhanced by implementing an elongated shape as Well as a 
very small end radius of the probe. Good geometrical 
conductors for the thermal probe may include rectangular or 
cylindrical design, of the type shoWn in FIGS. 4A and 4B, 
respectively. 

[0067] For example, the preferred dimensions of y1 and Z1 
(FIG. 4A) or r1 (FIG. 4B) are informed by the Way the 
thermal energy is to be deposited. For instance, if one uses 
a focused laser beam to heat up the heating plate 410, 415, 
y1 and Z1 or r1 preferably are larger than the Waist of the laser 
focus (e.g., for a numerical aperture of 0.8 yl, Z1, r1 greater 
than 0.8 micrometer). If, on the other hand, one uses a 
Wave-guided laser beam, then the heating plate 410, 415 
preferably is attached right onto the end of a ?ber (e.g., via 
vapor deposition). Therefore, the heating plate 415 prefer 
ably has a cylindrical shape, and r1 is determined by the 
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Wave-guide size. More speci?cally, for a single mode ?ber 
in the visible Wavelength range, r1 preferably is approxi 
mately 3-4 micrometer. If one uses tapered ?ber, r1 prefer 
ably is larger than or equal kz/2, Where 7» is the Wavelength 
of the utilized laser light. If, alternatively, one uses resistive 
heating, then one chooses, most likely, a rectangular shape, 
and the dimensions are preferably dominated by the con 
nections and the resulting resistance. 

[0068] In the case of resistive heating, these dimensions 
can be rather small (e.g., yl, Z1 less than 0.1 micrometer) if 
they are made via e-beam lithography. Further, in the case of 
resistive heating, the dimensions as Well as the material 
determine the actual resistance, and hence the heating. 

[0069] While the yl, Z1, r1 dimensions are determined 
mostly by practical needs, the thickness of the heating plate 
410, 415 itself should be rather small (e.g., d1, x1 less than 
0.5 micrometer), for example, if the device is to be used for 
high speed patterning. More speci?cally, in high speed 
applications, one preferably uses energy pulses to deposit 
the heat in the heating plate, so as to subsequently heat up 
the near-?eld heat source, e.g., a tip or an edge of the heating 
plate. 

[0070] In addition, in order to heat up again, the deposited 
heat (e.g., from a last pulse), has to be dissipated. This 
dissipation is governed by the thermal diffusion length 
l=(K~'c)0'5, Where K is the thermal diffusivity and "c is the time 
after the arrival of a heat pulse. Speci?cally, the heat in a 
good thermal conductor (approximately K=2-10_5 m2s_1) 
can diffuse a distance of 0.45 micrometer in only 10 ns, 
corresponding to recording rates of 100 MHZ. If one uses a 
laser beam to deposit the heat, it is noted that the heating 
plate 410, 415 preferably should at least have a thickness of 
the skin depth at the laser frequency. Speci?cally, for a very 
high absorbing material (e.g., Al) it preferably is larger than 
10 nm at 633 nm. The heating plate 410, 415 can be made 
out of any material, but in general the folloWing require 
ments preferably exist: (1) the material preferably has a high 
melting point (T>1100K), generally higher than the tem 
perature necessary to thermally anneal the medium 320 and 
therefore, pattern the medium 320; (2) the material prefer 
ably has a high thermal diffusivity (K>1.10_5 m2s_1, e.g., 
metals and alloys); (3) the material preferably is high 
absorbing if a laser is used for the heating (e.g., Cr, Al).; (4) 
if the heating plate operates as the heat source, a resistive 
conductor may be preferred, especially in order to maximiZe 
the heat transfer from the heat source to the recording 
medium 320 via near-?eld coupling. 

[0071] As explained above, a generic purpose of the heat 
plate operating as a heat source is to guide the thermal 
energy to the medium 320. It should be noted that if 
unrestricted, the heating plate is capable of thermally anneal 
ing the medium. Therefore, the heat source must be con 
trolled to avoid general heating from the heating plate, and 
to instead focus the thermal energy to a very small point. An 
attendant and novel property is then to generate a thermal 
near-?eld, Which can interact very locally, preferably on a 
nanometer scale, With the medium. To this end, the heating 
plate operating as a heat source can have all kinds of shapes 
and dimensions. For example, as shoWn in FIG. 4C, the heat 
source 425 may be just an edge of a heating plate 420 or, as 
shoWn in FIG. 4D, the heat source 425 may be a truncated 
cone of a heating plate 430. Further, as shoWn in FIG. 4D, 
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the heat source may be protected by some loW heat con 
ducting material 435 (e.g., glass). Further, an edge or tip 
material is preferably governed by the same general material 
requirements as that of the heating plate itself. 

[0072] Overall, the shape and dimensions of the heating 
plate operating as a heat source are in?uenced by the 
folloWing requirements. First, for high speed application, a 
designer preferably chooses a shape and dimensions Which 
transfer the heat as fast as possible. Thus, a heat source 
preferably should have a small length b (e.g., b less than 0.5 
micrometer), in order to achieve suf?cient heat dissipation 
Within its thermal diffusion length. If one just considers high 
speed applications, one may be tempted to choose large 
dimensions of a and c, as shoWn in FIG. 4C, and a and b, 
as shoWn in FIG. 4D, in order to avoid a sloW one 
dimensional heat conduction. 

[0073] Secondly, hoWever, besides high speed, a heat 
source preferably provides a very local heating, avoiding 
any stray heat from the heating plate, generally. Accordingly, 
this correlates With opposite requirements for the dimen 
sions. Therefore, as shoWn in FIG. 4C, for a very local 
heating, b should preferably be large (e.g., more than 0.1 
micrometer), and the dimensions a and c should be small 
(e.g., less than 0.01 micrometer), and as shoWn in FIG. 4D, 
dimensions a and 0t should be small (e.g., a less than 0.1 
micrometer, and 0t less than 15°). It should be noted that 
poWer loss increases With decreasing dimensions in a, c (in 
FIG. 4C) and a, 0t (in FIG. 4D), Which may result in 
insufficient and very ineffective heating. 

[0074] Thirdly, the shape and dimensions of the heat 
source are preferably matched to a bit siZe and a bit pattern. 
In general, the bits are typically larger or equal to the 
dimensions of a heat source. For example, as shoWn in FIG. 
4C, for a 20 nm bit, a heat source should preferably have the 
dimensions a, c Which are much smaller than 20 nm. 

[0075] Fourth, in order to maximiZe the thermal near-?eld 
coupling (as outlined above), an elongated shape With a 
sharp tip-like point may be preferred. 

[0076] Furthermore, as mentioned above, in addition to 
the heating plate, the near-?eld thermal probe includes a 
second element, namely, a heat sink attached to the heating 
plate. An important purpose of the heat sink is to dissipate 
deposited heat as fast as possible in order to get ready for a 
neW heating pulse. Therefore, as shoWn in FIG. 5A, the heat 
sink is preferably attached to the heating plate in such a Way 
that the heat conduction betWeen heat sink 510 and heating 
plate 520 is as good as possible (K>1~10_5 m2s_1). There 
fore, it may be very advantageous if the heat sink and the 
heating plate are made out of the same material. In other 
cases, the heat sink may be Welded, glued, or deposited (via 
e-beam, vapor, sputtering etc.) right on the heating plate. 

[0077] Dimensions and shapes for the heat sink are not 
very critical (in fact, the heat sink may be integrally formed 
With the heat plate). Therefore, only guidelines can be given 
here. In general the heat sink can have all kinds of shapes. 
HoWever, as shoWn in FIGS. 5B and SC, in typical cases, 
it may be rectangular or cylindrical. To provide a suf?cient 
heat sink mass, the heat sink may be very large. Large 
dimensions (e.g., more than 1 micrometer) of y2, Z2 and r2 
may result in a three-dimensional heat ?oW greatly enhanc 
ing the speed for heat dissipation. The dimensions and the 
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shape of the heat sink do not have to necessarily match the 
dimensions of the attached heating plate. However in gen 
eral the heat sink preferably has dimensions larger or equal 
to the heating plate (e.g., yziyl, Z2221, rzirl). In terms of 
the thickness of the heat sink, We note that d2 and x2 should 
preferably be at least the thermal diffusion length l for a 
given heating repetition rate 1\t (Where t is time in seconds). 
The material of the heat source can be almost any kind. In 
analogy to the heating plate and the heat tip or edge, the 
material of the heat sink preferably has a high melting point 
as Well as a high heat conductivity. HoWever, in some cases 
the material should not be high absorbing at the laser 
Wavelength, for example, if the laser has to be focused on the 
heating plate through the heat sink material. In such case, a 
transparent material (e.g., diamond) should preferably be 
used, Which is still a good heat conductor and has a high 
melting point. 

[0078] As mentioned above, the near-?eld thermal probe 
uses the idea of direct thermal coupling betWeen a heat 
source and a medium, and that this coupling can subsume 
far-?eld and/or near-?eld effects. In particular, near-?eld 
effects may include a continuum that may extend from 
coupling that subsumes at least one portion of the thermal 
near-?eld; ranging e.g., from partially inclusive, to substan 
tially or even complete coupling in the thermal near-?eld. 

[0079] Furthermore, as shoWn in FIGS. 6A-C, there are 
different Ways of supplying thermal energy to (i.e., heating) 
the near ?eld thermal probe. For instance, FIG. 6A shoWs a 
focused laser beam embodiment, Wherein a focused laser 
beam 605 is brought through a heat sink 610 onto a heating 
plate 620. In this case, the heat sink material may be, for 
example, diamond Which is transparent and has an excellent 
heat conductivity. An alternative material could be Si, for 
example, if an infrared laser is used. The heating plate 620 
can be very thin (e.g., about 0.1 micrometer) if a high 
absorbing material is used (e. g., Al, Cr.). Directly attached to 
the heating plate 620 is a heat tip or feature 630, Which 
preferably is short (e.g., less than about 0.3 micrometer). 
The material of the heat tip or feature 630 may be, for 
example, Cr or At. Further, the heat tip or feature 630 may 
be protected With a loW heat conducting material, such as 
glass. 

[0080] FIG. 6B shoWs an alternative embodiment com 
prising a Wave-guided laser beam 640 used for the heating. 
In this embodiment, a heat sink 645, Which may be made, for 
example, out of diamond, may be directly attached to the end 
of a ?ber 650. In other cases, a metal coating (e.g., A1) of the 
Wave-guide can be used as the heat sink. The Wave-guide 
laser beam 640 is absorbed by a thin (e.g., less than 0.1 
micrometer) heating plate 655 directly attached to the ?ber 
or heat sink. A material such as Cr or Al may be advanta 
geous, because they have generally a small penetration 
depth (e.g., less than 0.02 micrometer). A heat source or tip 
660 can be, for example, aluminum and form an edge or a 
little probe attached to the heating plate 655. In such a 
design, the heat source or tip may have a length, for 
example, of less than about 0.3 micrometers. 

[0081] FIG. 6C shoWs a further alternative embodiment 
Wherein resistive heat 665 may be used to heat a heating 
plate 670. In addition, the transmission lines could be 
formed of a metal such as Cu and used as a heat sink 675. 
The tWo transmission lines are separated by a non-conduct 
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ing material, for example, diamond or glass. Diamond has an 
advantage, in that it is a very good heat conductor, and can 
assist the heat sink 675. The tWo transmission lines are 
connected via the heating plate 670, Which can act as a 
heating source. The heating plate 670 can be very small 
(e.g., less than 0.05 micrometer). As a material for heating 
plate and the heat source, tungsten or carbon may be very 
suitable, because of its resistance and high melting point. 

[0082] In addition, as mentioned above, the near-?eld 
thermal probe may be, for example, an atomic force micro 
scope probe AFMs are generally discussed in US. 
Pat. No. 4,343,993, incorporated by reference herein. For 
purposes of the present invention, the AF M~s cantilever can 
function as a heating plate and heat sink. Thus, a laser 
focused onto the cantilever (heating plate) can be used to 
heat up the probe. An AFM probe can also be heated by 
resistive heating. 

[0083] Hence, the inventors found that local heating of a 
medium may be achieved by bringing a heated element in 
close proximity, for example, Within about 10 to 20 nm of a 
medium surface. For small coupling gaps in the 10 to 20 nm 
range, the dominant mechanism of heat transfer is due to 
near-?eld radiative coupling of the blackbody radiation from 
the heat source to the medium surface. Experiments have 
shoWn, that for a silicon heater, heated to 600 C, a medium 
on a glass disk can be heated to 200 C at a gap spacing of 
around 5 nm and over a spatial region of 15 nm><15 nm. The 
typical poWer ?oW over this area is on the order of 3 
microWatts. The transfer efficiency can be further improved 
by optimiZing the resistivity of the heater and the effective 
resistivity of the medium surface (Which may include a 
carbon overcoat). The resistivity should be chosen to be 
around 10-30 ohm-m or (4J'ckBT—0)/h. 

[0084] Second Embodiment 

[0085] In addition, as shoWn in FIG. 7, in an especially 
ef?cient embodiment, an inventive apparatus 700 for pat 
terning a recording medium according to the present inven 
tion may be incorporated into a read/Write head assembly 
725 so that patterning can be readily performed during an 
operation of the read/Write head assembly 725 such as, for 
example, during a ?le formatting operation. For instance, in 
this embodiment, the heat source 710 (e.g., a nanoheater, 
near-?eld thermal probe, or atomic force microscope probe) 
may be mounted With the slider 730 on the read/Write 
assembly 725. This greatly simpli?es the precision that 
Would be required to locate, for example, the near-?eld 
thermal probe and magnetic Writing and recording heads 
over the same physical areas. 

[0086] As With the inventive apparatus 200 illustrated in 
FIG. 2A, the inventive apparatus 700 may include a heat 
source controller for controlling the intensity of the thermal 
Wave generated by the heat source 210. Further, the inven 
tive apparatus 700 may also include a controller for coor 
dinating mutual positioning of the incident thermal Wave 
generated by the heat source 710 and the recording medium 
720 so as to thermally couple the heat source 710 and the 
recording medium 720. Such a controller may be, for 
example, the same controller Which controls the position of 
the read/Write head assembly 725, for example, during a 
read/Write operation. 
[0087] More speci?cally, in this embodiment the heat 
source 710 may be fabricated using thin ?lm techniques as 
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a part of the slider 730 Which contains the existing read/Write 
element. In order to avoid the magnetoresistive read/Write 
element being damaged from excessive temperature rise 
from the heat source 710, a resistive heater element should 
be made from a thin ?lm of material With loW thermal 
conductivity (typically around 1 to 2 W/mK DLC or 80/20 
Ni/Cr) and then surrounded by an insulating material With a 
thermal conductivity Which is 10 times higher (e.g., alu 
mina). Such a design Would help localiZe the temperature 
increase to the heater region of the slider thereby avoiding 
damage to the read/Write element. 

[0088] In addition, it should be noted that patterning 
recording media using this embodiment of the inventive 
apparatus 700 requires no additional processing steps 
regarding the storage layer architecture, or post-processing 
setups such as Wet or dry etching cycles. Consequently, 
patterning the recording medium 720 using the inventive 
apparatus 700 results in no topological changes in the 
recording medium 720 that could interfere With loW read/ 
Write head ?yability requirements. It should also be noted 
that the lateral spreading of the heat on the recording 
medium 720 surface is negligible because the heater only 
dWells at a given area on the rotating disk for a time typically 
less than about 1 ns. 

[0089] Furthermore, referring again to FIG. 2B, the 
present invention may include a recording medium 220 
Which is patterned by selective thermal coupling. As shoWn 
in the FIG. 2B, the inventive patterned recording medium 
220 may include altered (e. g., altered chemical composition) 
areas 230 of and non-altered areas 240 according to a pattern 
(e. g., a predetermined pattern). The altered areas 230 and the 
non-altered areas 240 should have a different chemical 
composition as a result of the thermal coupling step dis 
cussed With respect to the inventive method 100 above. Note 
that, as mentioned above, the pro?le of the altered areas 
depends, for example, upon the pro?le of heater. For 
example, as shoWn in FIG. 2B, the heat source 210 may 
have a circular pro?le Which Would result in a circular 
pro?le of the altered areas 230, or the heat source 210 may 
have a pro?le other than circular (e.g., square, triangular, 
rectangular, etc.) Which Would affect the pro?le of the 
altered areas 230 accordingly. 

[0090] More speci?cally, the patterned recording medium 
220 may include, for example, a substrate as described in 
detail above, and a single layer of recording medium mate 
rial, as described in detail above. In other Words, the 
inventive patterned recording medium 220 does not require 
a storage layer structure as required by some conventional 
media and is, therefore, thinner than some conventional 
patterned recording media. In addition, the inventive method 
of patterning recording media leads to no topological 
changes so that the inventive patterned recording medium 
may have a surface that is substantially smooth. For 
example, the inventive patterned recording medium 220 
does not have an island structure Which is present in some 
conventional patterned media. 

[0091] Further, the recording medium 220 may include a 
protective coating to protect the recording medium 220. The 
protective coating may be formed, for example, of a plastic 
material Which is uniformly applied over the surface of the 
recording medium 220. 

[0092] In addition, the present invention may include a 
programmable storage medium tangibly embodying a pro 
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gram of machine-readable instructions executable by a digi 
tal processing apparatus to perform the inventive method 
100 as explained above. 

[0093] Thus, the present invention provides a simple, 
versatile method for manufacturing patterned recording 
media Which requires no lithographic masks or additional 
processing steps, an inventive patterned recording medium 
Which is thin and substantially smooth to better facilitate a 
read/Write operation, and an apparatus for patterning record 
ing medium Which is simple and inexpensive and may be 
incorporated into a conventional read/Write assembly With 
little alteration of the read/Write assembly. 

[0094] While the invention has been described in terms of 
preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art Will recog 
niZe that the invention can be practiced With modi?cation 
Within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of patterning a recording medium compris 

ing: 
selectively thermally coupling said recording medium and 

a heat source to alter a chemical composition of said 
recording medium. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said chemi 
cal composition is altered according to a predetermined 
pattern. 

3. The method according to claim 2, Wherein said prede 
termined pattern comprises one of concentric circles and 
parallel tracks. 

4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering said 
chemical composition causes an altered magnetic order of 
said recording medium. 

5. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering said 
chemical composition causes an altered dielectric constant 
of said recording medium. 

6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein altering said 
dielectric constant causes an altered re?ectivity of said 
recording medium. 

7. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering said 
chemical composition causes an altered electrical conduc 
tivity of said recording medium. 

8. The method according to claim 7, Wherein altering said 
electrical conductivity causes an altered electron transport 
property of said recording medium. 

9. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering said 
chemical composition causes an altered thermal conductiv 
ity of said recording medium. 

10. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: 

depositing said recording medium on a substrate. 
11. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said 

selectively thermally coupling comprises selectively direct 
ing an incident thermal Wave from said heat source to said 
recording medium to form a direct thermal coupling 
betWeen said heat source and said recording medium. 

12. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said 
medium comprises cobalt and chromium. 

13. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said 
substrate comprises one of glass, silicon, quartZ, sapphire, 
AlMg and a ceramic substrate. 

14. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said heat 
source comprises one of a near-?eld thermal probe and a 
nanoheater. 
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15. The method according to claim 1, wherein said heat 
source physically contacts said recording medium. 

16. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said heat 
source is physically separated from said recording medium. 

17. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said 
chemical composition is altered by one of interfacial mixing, 
interfacial reactions, selective oxidation, structural relax 
ation, phase segregation and phase change. 

18. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering 
said chemical composition transforms said medium from a 
paramagnetic medium to a ferromagnetic medium. 

19. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering 
said chemical composition transforms said medium from a 
ferromagnetic medium to a paramagnetic medium. 

20. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering 
said chemical composition alters a magnetic axis orientation 
of said medium. 

21. The method according to claim 1, Wherein altering 
said chemical composition reduces at least one of magneti 
Zation and coercivity of said medium. 

22. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said 
selectively thermally coupling comprises selective near-?eld 
radiative coupling of blackbody radiation from said heat 
source to said recording medium. 

23. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said 
medium comprises CoXCr1_X, Where X is in a range from 0.63 
to 0.75. 

24. The method according to claim 1, Wherein thermal 
energy is transferred to said medium by conductive heating. 

25. The method according to claim 1, Wherein thermal 
energy is transferred to said medium by radiative heating. 

26. An apparatus for patterning a recording medium, 
comprising: 

a heat source for generating and directing an incident 
thermal Wave to a recording medium, said thermal 
Wave altering a chemical composition of a recording 
medium; and 

a controller for coordinating a mutual position of said 
incident thermal Wave and said recording medium so as 
to thermally couple said heat source and said recording 
medium. 

27. The apparatus according to claim 26, Wherein said 
heat source comprises: 

a heating plate for developing a thermal energy ?eld 
Which couples said heat source to said recording 
medium; and 

a heat sink connected to said heating plate. 
28. The apparatus according to claim 27, Wherein said 

heating plate comprises a tip for concentrating and directing 
a thermal energy. 

29. The apparatus according to claim 27, further com 
prising: 

an optical Waveguide coupled to said heat sink, for 
carrying a focused laser beam. 

30. The apparatus according to claim 29, Wherein said 
optical Waveguide comprises an optical ?ber. 

31. The apparatus according to claim 29, Wherein said 
optical Waveguide comprises a planar optical Waveguide. 
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32. The apparatus according to claim 27, further com 
prising: 

a resistive heating element thermally coupled to said heat 
sink. 

33. The apparatus according to claim 26, Wherein said 
heat source comprises an atomic force microscope probe. 

34. The apparatus according to claim 26, Wherein said 
heat source comprises one of a nanoheater and a near-?eld 
thermal probe. 

35. The apparatus according to claim 26, Wherein said 
controller coordinates said mutual position of said incident 
thermal Wave and said recording medium to induce a direct 
thermal coupling that subsumes at least one portion of a 
thermal near-?eld. 

36. A read/Write head assembly, comprising: 

a read/Write head; 

a heat source connected to said read/Write head for 
generating and directing an incident thermal Wave to a 
recording medium, said thermal Wave altering a chemi 
cal composition of a recording medium; and 

a controller for coordinating a mutual position of said 
incident thermal Wave and said recording medium so as 
to thermally couple said heat source and said recording 
medium. 

37. The read/Write head assembly according to claim 36, 
Wherein heat source comprises one of a nanoheater and a 
near ?eld thermal probe. 

38. The read/Write head assembly according to claim 36, 
Wherein said chemical composition is altered according to a 
predetermined pattern, and Wherein said heat source patterns 
said recording medium during a read/Write operation of said 
read/Write head assembly. 

39. A patterned recording medium, comprising: 

a substrate; and 

a single layer medium formed on said substrate having a 
portion Which has been patterned by altering a chemical 
composition of said medium using selective thermal 
coupling. 

40. A method for manufacturing a patterned magnetic 
disk, comprising: 

depositing a recording medium on a substrate; 

selectively thermally coupling said recording medium and 
a heat source so as to alter a chemical composition of 

said recording medium, and 

depositing a protective coating on said recording medium. 
41. Aprogrammable storage medium tangibly embodying 

a program of machine-readable instructions executable by a 
digital processing apparatus to perform a method for pat 
terning a recording medium, said method comprising: 

selectively thermally coupling said recording medium and 
a heat source to alter a chemical composition of said 
recording medium. 


